THE SOMERSET LEVELS
GREEN SHOOTS PROJECT
Annual Operations Report 2010/11
by Robin Marshall-Ball
BASC South West Region Biodiversity Officer

Hello and welcome
to the 2010-11 Annual Report of the Somerset Levels
Green Shoots Project run by the British Association for
Shooting and Conservation (BASC). It is customary within
the pages of an annual report to record the
achievements, and, in a very few instances, the failures
of the project over the course of the year.
At the outset I would like the give credit to the many
BASC members across the Somerset Levels and Moors,
and indeed throughout many other areas of southwest
England, who have worked with enthusiasm and
dedication on a very wide range of activities towards
increasing our biodiversity.
Very importantly, particularly in a period of straitened
national finance and economic recession, the great
majority of the project’s conservation work is carried out on a voluntary basis at no cost to the taxpayer.
The country sports community, and BASC members in particular, is increasingly being recognised by other
statutory and non-governmental conservation bodies as a major player in achieving conservation targets.
An independent report produced in 2006 titled The Economic and Environmental Impact of Sporting
Shooting calculated that the shooting community spends 2.7 million days each year on conservation work
on its shooting ground. On a more local scale, Green Shoots has also seen a wide variety of biodiversity
gain projects in our area. These are summarised in table form on page 4 of this report, and include:
• more than 24 kilometres of hedgerows renovated or created,
• more than 8,000 native trees planted
• more than 60 substantially sized ponds either created or restored.
In addition, the outstanding success in the multi-partnership control of American mink (Mustela vison) and
the great resurgence of our native water voles throughout lowland Somerset has been widely reported in
both the UK and the EU.
I hope you enjoy reading about the many and varied activities that have been completed this year, and the
project’s forward plans for the next 12 months. Perhaps the most exciting development is the extension of
the project area to a regional level, reinforcing and extending the cordon sanitaire of mink control which
runs from the Levels down to the south coast. With no further funding possible from the Environment
Agency and Natural England, BASC has secured a three-year extension to the project from the SITA Trust.
Somerset and Dorset – watch this space!

Robin Marshall-Ball
BASC South West Region Biodiversity Officer
November 2011
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Background to the
Somerset Levels
Green Shoots
Project

The British Association for Shooting and
Conservation (BASC) is the UK’s
representative body for sporting shooting and
is the UK’s largest field sports membership
organisation with around 130,000 members.
Green Shoots is BASC’s biodiversity action
plan for the shooting community. It was
launched across the UK in July 2000 and
committed BASC to an ambitious programme
to complement the UK Biodiversity Action Plan
(UKBAP).
Green Shoots aims to: ‘recognise, build upon,
and co-ordinate the shooting community’s
considerable contribution to wildlife and
biodiversity conservation’, and is endorsed by:
• Natural England (formerly English Nature)
• Scottish Natural Heritage
• Cyngor Cefn-Gwlad Cymru (Countryside
Council for Wales)
• Northern Ireland Environment Agency
(formerly the Environment and Heritage
Service Northern Ireland)

The Somerset Levels Green Shoots Project, was a pioneering scheme in the West Country and began with
the recruitment of a Somerset Levels conservation officer (SLCO), a post co-funded by BASC and English
Nature, in September 2002.
The scheme was initially established for a three-year period. However, in 2005 the Environment Agency
joined the BASC/EN funding partnership, which enabled the project to be extended for a further period of
three years, and since 2008 funding has continued from English Nature and the Environment Agency but in
today’s economic climate the continuation of the project was in serious jeopardy after 2010-11.
In June 2011 a successful bid to the SITA Trust secured project funding for a further three years to
November 2014 .

The core objectives of this project are to:
1. Increase the number of local wildlife and habitat records
2. Increase the biodiversity on land managed by the shooting community
3. Target conservation effort on water voles, farmland birds, breeding waders, and grazing marsh
4. Establish close working links between the shooting community and other conservation stakeholders on
and around the Somerset Levels
Since 2002, while the focus has been maintained on the four core objectives, their order of priority has
been modified in view of changing circumstances and evolving requirements of the funding partners.
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Biodiversity gain activities
on BASC members’ land

While maintaining contact and monitoring my
pilot group of 69 farming members from 2003-9,
through personal contact with individual
members and meetings with syndicates, this
year I expanded the number of active landholding participants in biodiversity gain projects
to 73.
The size of the land holdings for the 2010
projects ranged from four acres to nearly 300
acres, and the land type varied form seasonallyflooding marshy grassland to rolling limestone
hills (the Mendips) and dry ground ridges with
broad-leaved woodland and arable fields. The
Woodspring & District Pigeon and Wildfowling
Club has greatly extended its shooting rights
over more areas of land from Nailsea Moor to
Congresbury and increased its grounds near
Yatton in North Somerset. These sites were
visited on a number of occasions during the
course of 2010 and discussions centred on the
conservation work already carried out, and the
suitability of the ground for any intended
conservation projects in the coming year.
Among the newcomers to my group, all
landowners/tenants self-funded all their
conservation activities through small-scale
shoot subscriptions (co-funding by family and
friends), or funded through a more formal
shooting syndicate fee.
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ConservAtion ACtivity

Added in
2010

Gain over
8 years

1. Gapping-up/renovating old hedges

800m

9.7km

2. Planting new hedgerows

1.13km

14.3km

3. Planting hedgerow trees

26

712

4. Tree planting, either as specimens
or within 5 below

320

8380

5
(0.7ha)

39
(14.5ha)

6. Coppicing/pollarding mature trees

145

621

7. Creating woodland butterfly glades

.24ha

1.9ha

8. Cutting/maintaining woodland rides

1.08km

26.4km

9. Renovating derelict ponds

3

32

10. Creating new flight ponds

4

36

11. Creating grass-strip field margins

51.6km

366km

12. Planting cover crops/wild bird
mixes*

1.37ha

172.2ha

13. Creating wild flower meadows

-

45.83ha

1.4km

31.87km

22

138

-

200m2

5. Planting spinneys or other small
woodland

14. Sympathetic ditch and rhyne
clearance
15. Erecting nest boxes/bat boxes
16. Creating new reedbed

* it must be noted that cover crops vary from year to year in both their extent and location. The
figure in the final column is the rolling total of cover crops planted by the group over the period
of seven years, and does not denote the area of cover crop on the ground at any one time.
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Targeted conservation effort:
breeding waders
On the Somerset Levels, many species including lapwing, common snipe, redshank, and curlew require
careful management to increase their numbers. Natural England has developed two strategies in
attempting to halt this decline: habitat management and predator control.
For the latter, in recent years Natural England has worked closely with Bridgwater Bay Wildfowlers to
establish a more systematic approach to corvid control around wader nesting sites on environmentally
sensitive wetlands. In addition, Natural England has allocated funding for Larsen trap materials and the
supply of non-toxic shotgun cartridges specifically for corvid control on SSSI land. Carrion crow and
magpie shooting and the use of Larsen traps have proved to be effective in reducing corvid numbers on
these sensitive nesting sites.

2009-10 results
The supply of non-toxic shotgun cartridges for corvid control was extended to two other local wildfowling
clubs, Clevedon Wildfowlers, and the Highbridge & Huntspill Wildfowling Association, in order to extend
this predator control strategy across a wider area. Clubs will report their ‘catch returns’ directly to Natural
England on an annual basis. Snipe numbers have increased but lapwing numbers show continued decline.
NE’s view is that a wet period in early spring was a factor in this.
Despite the cessation of the RSPB-led Somerset Lapwing Project in 2008, BASC members have continued
to monitor lapwing numbers across the Levels and to record the locations of breeding pairs. This
information is then passed directly to Natural England.
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2010-11 - The Wetmoor Project
In 2010, Natural England decided to focus attention on The Wetmoor SSSI, an area of lowland wet
grassland between Langport and Long Sutton. Over the last five years this area has shown the highest
loss of breeding wader numbers of all the Levels SSSIs, and BASC was approached for help in monitoring
bird numbers and undertaking predator control. Launched in early 2011, and led by two BASC landowning
members on Wetmoor, a team of volunteers has embarked on a systematic programme of predator control
across the entire moor.
It has the consent and support of the 26 Wetmoor landowners for its activities and to date have accounted
for 15 foxes and nearly 100 corvids
This project continues to be work in progress, but early indications show that breeding waders and other
ground-nesting birds has appreciated the reduction in predation pressure. Numbers will continue to be
carefully monitored and breeding success will be gauged from a fledgling survey in June/July 2011.

Common snipe

Action for 2012
This is a two-year project and the BASC predator control team will continue the trapping programme
during the spring and summer of 2012. It is hoped that in creating a ‘low predator-pressure’ zone across
Wetmoor over the two breeding seasons, increasing numbers of waders may be encouraged to nest, and
the survival to fledgling stage enhanced.
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Water voles –
West Country cordon sanitaire

Water vole

In an effort to preserve the relict populations of water vole on the Levels, BASC members in the area have
taken the lead role in implementing the Environment Agency’s plan to throw a cordon sanitaire of mink
control across the West Country from the Bristol Channel to the Dorset coast.
Since the project began BASC has been recruiting and training volunteers and within this BASC-led
trapping team there are:

• Four wildfowling clubs

• Individual BASC members

• RSPB wardens

• Fishery owners

• Local nature reserve volunteers

• National nature reserve wardens

• University research teams

• County wildlife trust staff

Funding for the rafts and traps has come from the Environment Agency, the Wildlife Habitat Trust and
individual BASC members. Through this BASC-led partnership the coast-to-coast cordon sanitaire for
mink control became a reality in 2007. Surveys in 2007 by Royal Haskonig, the Internal Drainage Boards,
and anecdotal reports indicate that water voles are re-colonising areas where they have been absent for a
number of years, in particular around March Moor, Fenny Castle, and Midelney Moor, the Brean peninsula
and the Bleadon levels, Southlake, the lower Tone and Parrett Rivers, and Nailsea Moor. Since 2007 the
task has been to increase the density of the trapping lines.
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2010/11 results
To date approximately 605 mink have been trapped and there is much evidence to suggest that there are
increasing areas of the Levels that could now be considered to be mink free.
In 2009 Somerset Environmental Record Centre conducted an extensive riparian survey across the Levels,
the results of which were published in 2010. The water vole population has shown an eight-fold increase in
its distribution and is now widespread throughout the Somerset Levels and Moors. These hard scientific
data confirm much of the anecdotal evidence and validate what is probably one of the most significant
conservation success stories in recent years.
A further grant from the Environment Agency for £2,000 for the supply of additional rafts and traps has
allowed a wider coverage for water vole monitoring and mink control. The grant also seeks to extend the
trapping/monitoring area southwards into Dorset and east Devon. This will build on the work of the east
Devon water vole project (now ceased) and support the work of Dorset Wildlife Trust in the west of the
county.
BASC has already recruited a strong team of volunteer monitors and trappers in the Brit and Bride river
catchments in west Dorset, and has linked this team up with others in the Parrett and Isle headwaters in
south Somerset.

BASC/Dorset Wildlife Trust raft-building days
A quantity of raft-building materials has been reserved for distribution in west Dorset and a number of
events are planned in order to strengthen the trapping/monitoring line through the Brit and Bride river
catchments. Preliminary meetings have been held with the Blackmoor Vale syndicate and with Kingston
Maurward College, and a venue has already been finalised. All activity in Dorset will be reported to the
Dorset Wildlife Trust and East Devon District Council.
In 2010 my own area of operations was extended to a regional role, but I continue to co-ordinate trapping
and monitoring activities across the Somerset Levels, directing members of the trapping team to any area
where mink are reported.
It must be stressed that a mink control and monitoring programme must be a long-term project if it is to
make a significant impact on the distribution of mink and the continued re-establishment of water voles in
the West Country.

Action for 2012 and onwards
Funding from the SITA Trust will allow the project to consolidate on the success already achieved across
the Somerset Levels, pick up and continue the water vole initiatives from East Devon District Council, and
to co-ordinate mink control and water vole conservation throughout the west Dorset river catchments.
Much has already been prepared to this end. BASC members and landowners have already been
approached and recruited along a strategic line from the Somerset Levels into west Dorset.
• Initial connectivity between the two counties will be southwards from Wetmoor into the Parrett
headwaters, across the watersheds on the Chard-Crewkerne axis and onward down the west Dorset
river system headwaters.
• Initial training through mink and water vole days is planned in order to launch a major
monitoring/trapping programme in the spring of 2012
• In addition, Rookmarsh Ecology will train a small number of volunteers in detailed practical survey
techniques. These volunteers will be selected from those who have access to sites where landowner
sensitivity may be a problem.
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Establishing close links between BASC and
other conservation groups
A great number of working partnerships has been established since the start of the project. In particular
the liaison and joint working between NE, wildlife trusts, the RSPB, biological record centres and local
authorities with the shooting community on a range of joint projects has led to open and respected
relationships. The list of partners is extensive and also includes for example the Royal Holloway University
Biological Research Unit.

Activities in 2011
A number of collaborative events were organised in order to involve BASC membership with other
conservation stakeholders in the Levels area, these included:
BASC raft conversion days, including the Avon and Wiltshire wildlife trusts. These were informal
gatherings specifically for some original members of the trapping team, to change their methodology from
speculative trapping to raft deployment.
Walkabout meetings on shooting land with conservation officers including Natural England, and the
Somerset and Avon wildlife trusts.
The Magor Levels (Gwent Wildlife Trust reserve) Walkabout with staff to discus mink control and
potential for water vole reintroductions. Wentloog Wildfowlers and Newport WA have both been recruited
to support the project, and close co-operation is expected between Gwent WT and BASC clubs and
individual members adjacent to the reserve. One, possibly two, training days are provisionally planned for
WT volunteers and BASC members.

Green Shoots displays at game and country fairs
A display of the Somerset Levels Green Shoots Project was mounted at two events in 2010. These were;• the Westcountry Game Fair at Shepton Mallet in March. The Green Shoots section on the BASC stand
incorporated Avon Wildlife Trust project display materials. This drew many positive comments from
members of both organisations and reflects the close working relationship between the two.
• the Frampton Country Fair near Gloucester in September
All these events serve to raise awareness of
the Green Shoots project on both the local
and national scale and I consider them to be
an important method of getting the
conservation message across to shooters,
other conservation bodies, and the public at
large.
Attending continuity stakeholder meetings
at Royal Naval Air Station Merrifield.
I attended to help establish a local BAP for the
airfield and its perimeter and to identify the
existing and future role of a BASC affiliated
syndicate at Merrifield. The shoot captain will
now co-ordinate all conservation activities
organised by the RNAS Merrifield
Conservation Group.
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Zones Humides Infos’ 2009
The tangible success of the BASC-led mink and water vole project has received unexpected recognition in
the EU, and a report was published in the French scientific journal Zones Humides Infos in autumn of
2009.
As a direct result of this a further account of the project has been published in the Defra journal
Biodiversity News Spring 2010 edition.

BBC1 wildlife documentary series Halcyon River Diaries
In 2009, Avon WT and BASC (accompanied by the film crew) conducted a brief survey and confirmed the
presence of a relict water vole colony.
In order to set a protection zone around these animals it was decided to recruit a small team of monitors
and mink trappers from local BASC membership and from Halcyon Media.
Following the raftbuilding and training
event, the protection
zone was established,
and I believe the film
crew gained considerable
footage of the water
voles. It was stressed at
the time that this is a
long-term project, not to
be terminated at the end
of the filming process,
and monitoring will
continue into the future.
A series of four one-hour
programmes was
broadcast at prime time
on BBC1 in late spring
2010, followed by a
Christmas special in
December
I feel that BASC Green Shoots involvement in a major BBC wildlife series has provided significant publicity
for the contribution BASC members, and the country sports community at large, make to promoting
wildlife conservation and biodiversity gain throughout the UK.
As a direct result of the December programme, I have been contacted by BBC Wildlife Magazine and other
wildlife programme-makers in order to develop further media coverage.
In addition, I have been told that the final programme, which depicted the dispatch of a mink has been
significant in persuading a number of wildlife trust staff to accept the necessity of mink control and to
support decisions to do so within their organisation.
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Appendix 1. Examples of Conservation Projects 2010-2011
LoCATIoN

ACTIvITY

QUANTITY

Curry Rivel
(2 shoot syndicates)

Gapping up old hedges
Tree planting
Renovating derelict ponds

350m
52
1

Long Sutton
(BASC landowner)

Creating new flight ponds
Sympathetic ditch/rhyme management

1
825m

Henley
(Shoot syndicate +
landowner

Planting new hedgerows
Renovating derelict ponds
Cutting/maintaining woodland rides

450m
1
450m

Bineham
(BASC landowner)

Tree planting
Coppicing/pollarding mature trees

Pitney
(Shoot syndicate +
landowner)

Planting cover crops
Gapping up old hedges

Wedmore
(Shoot syndicate +
landowners)

Renovating derelict ponds
Coppicing/pollarding mature trees

2
62

Nailsea
(2 wildfowling clubs)

Creating new flight ponds
Tree planting
Erecting nest boxes

1
85
6

Gordano
(Shoot syndicate)

Coppicing/pollarding mature trees
Sympathetic ditch/rhyme management

33
275m

Staple Fitzpaine
(2 shoot syndicates

Planting cover crops
Cutting/maintaining woodland rides

0.7ha
500m

Yatton
(Shoot syndicate +
landowner)

Sympathetic ditch/rhyne management
Coppicing/pollarding mature trees

300
25

Ashcott
(BASC landowner)

Tree planting
Coppicing pollarding mature trees
Erecting nest boxes

25
20
16

42
5
0.6ha
250

NB. This table highlights the conservation activities of Shoot syndicates/clubs within the
project area and does not include the many other small-scale conservation activities of
individual BASC members across the Somerset Levels
In order to comply with the Data Protection Act, individual names are omitted and only the
generalised locations given
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Appendix 2
Mink Kill returns Jan 2010 to Dec 2011, (updated 7 Dec 2011)
LoCATIoN

CeNTRe
MAP ReF
445736

RePoRTed
BY
Avon WT

NUMBeR
TRAPPed
3

Nailsea Moor
Puxton Moor

450705

Woodspring club

19 (estimate

346628

Woodspring club

8 (estimate)

Jacklands fishery

449716

Woodspring club

11 (estimate)

Nailsea Moor

448702

BASC Club

3

Kenn Moor

435685

BASC Club

2

Kingston
Seymour
Stock

378667

BASC Club

2

448612

Farmer

1

Cheddar

470544

Natural England

1

Lympsham

355547

Fishery

1

Mark Moor

375547

BASC member

3

Catcott Heath

401406

Somerset WT

27

Shapwick

435405

Natural England

72

Ham Wall

395455

RSPB

15

Greylake

385360

BASC Club

1

Southlake

368302

BASC member

2

Butleigh Wooton

509360

Gamekeeper

1

North moor

395305

BBWA

2

West Sedgmoor

375265

RSPB

1

Wetmoor

458250

BASC member

2

Ilminster

345162

Gamekeeper

1

Gordano
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2002-2001 Project funded by

Working in collaboration with

Robin Marshall-Ball
BASC South West Region Biodiversity Officer
November 2011

ConTACTS
Robin Marshall-Ball
BASC South-west Office
Smokey Bottom lodge
Staple Fitzpaine
Taunton TA3 5BL
07748-783289
robin.marshall-ball@basc.org.uk
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Conservation and
Land Management Team
BASC
Marford Mill, Rossett
Wrexham LL12 0HL
01244-573011
con_enq@basc.org.uk
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